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HOME PAGE CONTINUED

"AUTO STORE" LIGHT:

SCREEN BUTTONS AND LIGHTS CONTINUED

This light will flash as "STORING"
when the "AUTO STORE" button is pushed.
If Hydraulic Leveling was used, this light will flash while the
jacks are retracting plus 1 minute after all the jack down
indicators are off.
If Air Leveling was used, this light will flash for approximately
80 seconds.

"SUSPENSION" BUTTON: This button will bring up the
Suspension Control page.

"SUSPENSION" LIGHT: This light will flash as 
"SUSPENSION INITIALIZING" until the suspension reaches
ride height if the "AUTO STORE" button is pushed and the
ignition key is on.
If no Leveling System has been used, the "SUSPENSION
INITIALIZING" light will flash until the suspension reaches
ride height when the ignition key is turned on.
Any time the "SUSPENSION INITIALIZING" light is flashing,
the Master Warning Light should be on.

"STATUS" BUTTON: This button will bring up the first
"STATUS" page.  There will be multiple "STATUS" pages.  
The "PAGE DOWN" button on a "STATUS" page will 
advance the screen to the next "STATUS" page.
The "STATUS" pages show the status or position of different
systems and equipment.  This includes items such as
ACTIVE AIR SUSPENSION, air or hydraulic leveling, rooms
and warning devices.
Holding the "STATUS" button on the "HOME" page or the
"PAGE DOWN" button on the "STATUS" pages will scroll
through the different "STATUS" pages.

"HOME PAGE 2" BUTTON: This button will bring up 
HOME PAGE 2 showing different functions available.

NOTE: Some of the PANEL and SCREEN buttons will
react as soon as they are pressed but some buttons will
not react until they are released.

HOME PAGE 3 will be accessed from HOME PAGE 2.
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SECURELY BEFORE REMOVING TIRES OR CRAWLING UNDER VEHICLE.
UNDERSTAND OPERATOR’S MANUAL BEFORE USING.  BLOCK FRAME AND TIRES
CAUTION!
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"TAG LIFT" BUTTON: This button will lift the tag axle.  See
the "TAG LIFT" section in "OPERATING PROCEDURES".

"TAG LIFT" LIGHT: When the letters are black and the
background is white, the tag lift is off.  The tag axle should be
in the Travel Position.  When the letters are white and the 
background is black, the tag lift feature is on.  The tag axle
should be in the Lift Position.

This button will bring up the room
control screen.  Only room 1 and 4 are controlled with the
LCD panel.  Room 2 has a separate key switch panel.

"ROOM" BUTTON:
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